
Resilient corporate governance today

Corporate governance refers to the system of rules, practices and processes used by organizational leaders to

direct and control their business. Committing to high standards of corporate governance demonstrates

integrity, with executive teams maintaining accountability for all decision-making processes. It ensures the

business is able to deliver its strategy and meet objectives, while enhancing relationships with employees,

consumers and key stakeholders.

A well-developed corporate governance

framework plays a huge role in delivering

resilience and operational transparency.

Resilience is an increasingly important

organizational quality which determines the

chances of success in an interconnected,

constantly evolving world. It’s the key to long-

term prosperity, providing executive teams with

the means to respond quickly and effectively to

internal and external pressures.

 

This goes beyond risk management: the resilient

organization is adaptable, agile, robust and

competitive. It’s able to harness new

opportunities while also recovering quickly from

unforeseen challenges. In today’s business

climate there are many of these – from evolving

technologies, ongoing geopolitical risk, regulatory

hurdles and changing customer demands.

 

Leadership teams must strike a balance between

mitigating risk and sustaining profitable growth.

To achieve this, a defined sense of direction and

purpose is needed. This is where standards, like

BS 13500, can serve as a foundation for senior

executives to implement effective organizational

governance systems.

 

BS 13500 is the first British standard for

governance, promoting a framework for

continual improvement and assessment for

management teams. Leadership takes centre

stage, encouraging those in charge to clarify their

organization’s goals and values, identify the risks

involved and direct others in a manner that

allows the business to achieve its core purpose. It

also places emphasis on the importance of

strong organizational culture and the role of

senior teams in achieving this.

 

Meanwhile, BS 65000 provides specific guidance

on organizational resilience. It describes the

foundations required and explains how to

achieve enhanced resilience, dealing with an 



organization’s capacity to anticipate, respond and

adapt.

 

Equipping leadership teams with such guidance

offers a competitive edge, enabling them to

identify gaps and take advantage of new

opportunities. Management will be able to reduce

costs and increase efficiency by avoiding

potential pitfalls and becoming more agile and

innovative. Resilience achieved through optimal

governance strategies also provides significant

reputational benefits.

 

In a wider sense, the integration of other

management system standards will provide

additional layers of resilience and further

optimize corporate governance. ISO 9001 sets

out the criteria for a quality management system,

based on the idea of continual improvement. It

provides a framework for senior leadership to

identify and address associated risks, improve

organizational efficient way that anticipates

customer requirements and capitalizes on

business opportunities.

 

Similarly, ISO 14001, which focuses on

environmental management, enhances resilience

from an ecological perspective, while  ISO 45001

addresses occupational health and safety,

enabling organizations to improve resilience by

anticipating, adapting and responding to health

and safety risks. Incorporating standards like

these enables those in charge to address various

critical business issues, and at the same time

maintain good corporate governance.

 

Resilience through corporate governance is not

something that can be achieved overnight; rather

it is achieved over time and for the long-term.

Using a standards-based approach, organizations

can cultivate a strong framework for governance,

transforming their operations. The result is a

resilient organization, with agile leadership and

robust governance, one that unlocks the potential

within, all the while remaining true to their vision

and values.



Bullet point summary:

BS 65000 provides specific guidance on

organizational resilience. It describes the

foundations required and explains how to

achieve enhanced resilience, dealing with an

organization’s capacity to anticipate, respond

and adapt.

 

Equipping leadership teams with this

guidance offers a competitive edge, enabling

them to identify gaps and take advantage of

new opportunities, while improving corporate

reputation.

Integrating other management system

standards provides additional layers of

resilience and further optimize corporate

governance. ISO 9001 sets out the criteria for

a quality management system, based on the

idea of continual improvement. ISO 14001

focuses on environmental management,

while  ISO 45001 addresses occupational

health and safety resilience.

For more information on our business

improvement standards, visit:

 

www.bsigroup.com/standards

Good governance demonstrates integrity, with

executive teams maintaining accountability

for all decision-making processes. It helps in

the delivery of corporate strategy to meet

objectives, while enhancing relationships with

employees, consumers and key stakeholders.

 

Well-developed corporate governance

improves resilience – increasingly important

in an interconnected, constantly evolving

world. It helps executive teams respond to

internal and external pressures.

 

 The resilient organization is adaptable, agile,

robust and competitive – ready to harness

new opportunities while also recovering

quickly from unforeseen challenges.

 

A defined sense of direction and purpose is

needed to best manage risks associated with

growth strategies. Standards, like BS 13500,

serve as a foundation for senior executives to

implement effective organizational

governance systems.


